
Put digital ridership insights to work.
Students are precious cargo. Zonar Z Pass delivers in-depth ridership data so you 
can transport them safely while making the most of your fleet, drivers and fuel.

• Access ridership data online to see who’s on which bus, as well as when and 
where they entered or exited.

• Analyze routes, stops and ridership trends to optimize efficient use of resources 
such as vehicles, drivers and fuel.

• Know who is on which bus at any moment in case there’s an emergency.

• Quickly and accurately help parents make sure their child is safe on board.

• Streamline and maximize Medicaid reimbursement reporting, while reducing 
your risk of an audit.

Key features 
• RFID reader

• Passive RFID cards

• Immediate data 
transmission

• Simple mounting system

• Low-power sleep mode

• Web-based reporting

• Digital Medicaid 
reimbursement reporting

• Zonar MyView™  
parent app

Track student ridership safely and securely. 

Record 
time, date & 

location of each 
entrance & exit

Increase 
child safety in  

case of emergency

Optimize 
routes, drivers  

& bus utilization

Automate 
Medicaid 

reimbursement 
reporting

http://zonarsystems.com/solutions/z-pass-student-tracking/
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Riders scan a passive RFID card  
to the Z Pass reader by the bus  

door as they board and exit.

Z Pass securely captures and 
transmits the date, time and  

location of the scan.

Authorized personnel have  
instant, online access through  

Zonar Ground Traffic Control®.

Optimize routes and stops.
Build safer, more efficient routes by knowing your 
ridership counts for each bus and stop in detail.

• Identify which stops are used most and least.
• Build routes based on real-world activity.
• Save time by reducing the number of stops.
• Assign buses to areas with greater ridership.
• Combine routes, schedules and service.

Keep rider information secure.
Each RFID card is always—and only—associated to a 
unique identification number. No personal student 
information is captured or stored.

Assist officials during emergencies. 
The school bus is the safest way to transport students. 
Still, if there’s an emergency, Z Pass ridership data can 
prove invaluable.

• Immediately inform officials and first responders 
who’s on the bus if there’s an incident. 

• Help search for missing children by quickly identifying 
who got off, where and when.

Let’s hope you never need to, but it’s best to be prepared 
just in case.

Easily maximize Medicaid reimbursement.
Add to fleet revenue and reduce your audit risk. Use 
Z Pass to digitally pull and submit data required for 
Medicaid reimbursement. 

Easy, accurate, and takes a fraction of the time of  
manual reporting.

Add more layers of safety.
Use Z Pass as a foundation to integrate other Zonar 
solutions and further protect student riders.

Prevent wrong bus, wrong stop incidents.

Put Zonar Verify™ on every driver’s tablet, so they can 
visually confirm right student, right bus, right stop—
every time.

Empower parents to track the bus.

Parents use the Zonar MyView™ mobile app to track 
their child’s bus on their own, and to make sure their 
child got on or off safely; without calling you.

Expand insights to classrooms.
Install Z Pass readers inside classrooms, cafeterias, 
libraries and other locations within the building.  
Confirm who’s where in case of emergency.

http://www.zonarsystems.com/myview
https://www.zonarsystems.com/solutions/ground-traffic-control/
https://www.zonarsystems.com/solutions/zonar-verify-rider-verification/
https://www.zonarsystems.com/solutions/myview-bus-tracking-app/

